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Abstract
We introduce the structure optimized proximity scaling (STOPS) framework for hyperparameter selection in parametrized
multidimensional scaling and extensions (proximity scaling; PS). The selection process for hyperparameters is based on the
idea that we want the configuration to show a certain structural quality (c-structuredness). A number of structures and how to
measure them are discussed.We combine the structural quality bymeans of c-structuredness indices with the PS badness-of-fit
measure in a multi-objective scalarization approach, yielding the Stoploss objective. Computationally we suggest a profile-
type algorithm that first solves the PS problem and then uses Stoploss in an outer step to optimize over the hyperparameters.
Bayesian optimization with treed Gaussian processes as a an apt and efficient strategy for carrying out the outer optimization
is recommended. This way, hyperparameter tuning for many instances of PS is covered in a single conceptual framework. We
illustrate the use of the STOPS framework with three data examples.

Keywords Exploratory data analysis · Data visualization · Manifold learning · Nonlinear dimension reduction · Ordination

1 Introduction

For unsupervised learning, dimensionality reduction and
exploratory data analysis, a popular approach is to represent
and visualize multivariate proximities in lower dimensions,
also known as ordination. Such methods were first known
as multidimensional scaling (MDS) and later also collected
under the nonlinear dimension reduction andmanifold learn-
ing monikers. We will use the umbrella term proximity
scaling (PS) by which we mean MDS and extensions (for a
comprehensive overview, see, e.g., France and Carroll 2011).

The main idea behind these methods is that for N data
points or objects there is a matrix of pairwise proximities
between object i and object j and one looks for a rep-
resentation of the objects—the configuration—in a lower
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dimensional target spacewhere the distances between objects
optimally approximate the proximities. Examples include
classicalMDS (Torgerson 1958), metricMDS and nonmetric
MDS (Kruskal 1964), Sammon mapping (Sammon 1969),
Isomap (De’ath 1999; Tenenbaumet al. 2000) or power stress
MDS (POST-MDS, Buja et al. 2008; Groenen and De Leeuw
2010).

PS methods play an important role in the exploration and
communication of data. There exists a plethora of PS meth-
ods suitable for many different purposes. Interestingly in the
wild one seems to encounter only a relatively narrow PS
toolbox, mainly classical MDS and non-metric/metric MDS.
General and flexible PS methods, which allow for various
transformations of the quantities of interest, are more rarely
encountered. This is unfortunate as we are convinced that
flexible PS methods can be both useful and powerful and
ignoring them may lead to foregone insights.

Flexible PS methods typically have hyperparameters
governing the transformations, which are either explicit
or implicit, often yielding standard PS methods for cer-
tain hyperparameter constellations. For example, a popular
method for unravelling a manifold embedded in a higher-
dimensional space is Isomap that does classical MDS on
proximities that are derived from a neighborhood graph. The
graph and derived proximities depend on a hyperparameter
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for the neighborhood that can be freely chosen. Similarly,
in POST-MDS there are power transformations for fitted
distances, proximities and/or weights which can be freely
chosen and yield metric MDS if the exponents are 1.

A possible obstacle for a more wide-spread use of flexible
PS methods are the hyperparameters for the transformations
of the quantities of interest and their selection. An instruc-
tive example of this are the ideas of Ramsay (1982) that
were read before theRoyal Statistical Society but have gained
relatively little traction. Ramsay suggests power and spline
transformations to be used in MDS and regarding the hyper-
parameters, Ramsay states to use an exponent of 1.5 and
polynomials of degree 2 based on “general experience” (p.
288 and 290, Ramsay 1982). The choice of transformations
and hyperparameters is met with some contention by influ-
ential discussants like J. C. Gower, F. Critchley, J. de Leeuw,
and others. Two comments from the discussion illustrate this:
S. Tagg states “this complexity requires understanding of the
choice of parameters” (p. 303, Ramsay 1982) and C. Chat-
field says “by allowing […] for different transformations […]
he hopes to have a realistic, albeit rather complicated, model.
My worry is that the model is too complicated and yet still
not realistic enough.” (p. 306 Ramsay 1982). This debate
on how to choose the optimal parameters for flexible MDS
methods has not yet been resolved. Hence, if these methods
are used, the choice of hyperparameters often has an arbi-
trary trial-and-error aspect to it as they are simply set ad hoc
(e.g., Ramsay 1982; Buja et al. 2008;Mair et al. 2014) and/or
different values are tried out (sometimes in a semi-optimized
fashion) until values are found that work in light of the appli-
cation, see, e.g., the analyses in Buja and Swayne (2002);
Borg and Groenen (2005); Chen and Buja (2009, 2013); De
Leeuw (2014).

We propose to approach the hyperparameter selection in
a principled way: as a computational problem of optimiz-
ing over the hyperparameter space for a wide variety of PS
methods. Hence this article’s contributions are: a) providing
a methodological framework that subsumes a wide array of
flexiblePSmethods andparametric transformations for them,
b) suggesting the setup of objective functions for hyperpa-
rameter selection to optimize for within this framework, c)
operationalizing the building blocks that comprise the objec-
tive functions, and d) identifying a general computational
approach that is suitable to tackle all these instances in the
same way.

One contribution is that we propose criteria that can be
used for operationalizing this optimization problem. Our
porposal is based on the observation that in many appli-
cations of PS the obtained result—which is faithful to the
input proximities—is interpreted with respect to the arrange-
ment of objects in the configuration. We call this “structural
quality” for a specific notion of structural appearance, for
example, that objects are arranged in quadrants or as a cir-

cumplex. In recent years this aspect of interpretation in PS
has been made explicit by using indices to measure a struc-
tural quality of interest, e.g., by Akkucuk and Carroll (2006);
France and Carroll (2007); Chen and Buja (2009, 2013);
Rusch et al. (2021).

Since structural quality is a property of the configura-
tion, we coin the term c-structuredness to single out that
we mean the degree of structuredness of a configuration
with respect to a certain structure. High c-structuredness
is something we aim for in PS results under the condition
that the proximities are still represented faithfully. Changing
the hyperparameters for the transformations typically also
changes the c-structuredness, which provides a way for us
to set up tuning of the hyperparameters so that we obtain a
configuration that is both faithful and c-structured.

Our suggestions build on precursor ideas of letting a cri-
terion guide the selection of hyperparameters in PS, as for
example in Akkucuk and Carroll (2006) and Chen and Buja
(2009, 2013), where tuning has been donemanually or over a
grid. France andAkkucuk (2021) propose a visualization and
exploration framework along these lines. An optimization
approach to hyperparameter tuning in MDS was previously
used by Rusch et al. (2021). Our proposal extends and com-
plements these approaches.

In the remainder of this article we present our concep-
tual framework for hyperparameter tuning in PS: STOPS
for ST ructure Optimized Proximity Scaling. It allows to
computationally tackle this task for a wide array of flex-
ible PS versions, subsuming standard MDS methods that
are used in the wild resulting as specific hyperparameter
constellations in the search space. We do this by making
the notion of the structural quality that is sought and inter-
preted explicit; these structural appearances are condensed
into c-structuredness indices to clearly quantify the degree
of structuredness of a PS result. The goal of finding hyper-
parameters is then handled as a multi-objective optimization
problem: The c-structuredness indices are combinedwith the
PS badness-of-fit by scalarization into an objective func-
tion that is parametrized with the hyperparameters. The
optimal hyperparameters are found via a general purpose
optimization routine; one that emerged as working well for
this problem class was Bayesian Optimization (BO, Mockus
1989). This gives a general approach that allows to handle
most instances of parametrized PS in the same way.

The article is organized as follows: It starts with a high
level description of the STOPS framework, the objective
functions and the different building blocks that make up the
framework in Sect. 2. We then discuss the building blocks
in detail: in Sect. 3 we discuss badness-of-fit objectives, in
Sect. 4 we elaborate on transformations and their governing
hyperparameters. In Sect. 5 we turn to c-structuredness, i.e,
structures of interest and their quantification by indices. Sec-
tion6 discusses hyperparameter selection within the STOPS
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framework. In Sect. 7 we illustrate the use of the framework
with three data examples. Concluding remarks can be found
in Sect. 8. As Supplementary Information we include the R
code file to reproduce the results and figures, and a supple-
mentary document with details on (additional) structures and
structuredness indices, the nature of Stoploss and normaliza-
tion of badness-of-fit.

2 The STOPS framework

In proximity scaling methods we start from a given matrix
� of pairwise symmetric proximities between objects i, j; i,
j = 1, . . . , N , with individual entries δi j . We will assume
the proximities to take on aminimumwhen two observations
are equal, i.e., dissimiliarities. The main diagonal of � is 0.

Let �̂ be the result of transformations applied to the
entries of the proximity matrix �, where �̂ = T�(�) =
T�(�|θ�),with individual entries δ̂i j . Let X denote an N×M
matrix (the configuration) of lower dimension M < N
(mostly M � N ) from which the matrix D(X) comprising
untransformed pairwise distances di j (X) between objects
(row vectors) in X can be derived. The matrix D̂(X) =
TD(D(X)) = TD(D(X)|θD) comprises transformed pair-
wise distances between objects in X , with individual entries
d̂i j (X). We call T� : (�, θ�) �→ �̂ a proximity transfor-
mation function and TD : (D(X), θD) �→ D̂(X) a distance
transformation function. Some PS models also allow differ-
ent weights either given a priori as an input weight matrix
W with elements wi j , or as transformed values based on
the input weights. In case of the latter this is a transformed
weight matrix Ŵ = TW (W |θW ), with elements ŵi j for the
weight transformation function TW : (W , θW ) �→ Ŵ . The
combined hyperparameter vector of all these transformations
is θ = (θ�, θD, θW )�.

We search for an optimal configuration that allows one to
reconstruct the matrix �̂ as well as possible from D̂(X),
i.e., we want D̂(X) ≈ �̂. This is achieved by mini-
mizing a measure of badness-of-fit σPS(X|θ) = L(�̂ =
T�(�|θ�), D̂(X) = TD(D(X)|θD), Ŵ = TW (W |θW )),
where L denotes a loss function.

Minimizing the badness-of-fit criterion in PS means
finding—for given θ—the optimal configuration X∗ out of
all possible X as

X∗ = argmin
X

σPS(X|θ) (1)

Many measures of badness-of-fit with different types of
transformations and hyperparameters have been proposed
(see Sects. 3 and 4). Our framework covers all of them; we
give a loose taxonomy of the most popular ones in Sect. 3.
Concrete values of θ are typically chosen manually ad hoc

but can also be found by optimization, the latter is what we
focus on in this article.

Let us assume we are interested in L different structural
qualities of X and that we have L corresponding univari-
ate c-structuredness indices Il(X|γ ) for the l = 1, . . . , L
different structures, capturing the essence of the structural
appearance of the configuration with respect to the l-th
structure. For example, we might be interested in both the
structural appearance of how clustered the configuration is
(structure 1) and how strongly linearly related the column
vectors of the configuration are (structure 2). We then mea-
sure the c-structuredness of X for the two structures with an
index for clusteredness and one for linear dependence respec-
tively. The γ are optional metaparameters for the indices,
which we assume are given and fixed; they control how
c-structuredness is measured. Some structures one might
be interested along with their c-structuredness indices will
be discussed in Sect. 5 and many more in Appendix A in
the supplementary document. We further assume broadly
that the transformations T�(�|θ) and/or TD(D(X)|θ) and/or
TW (W |θ) produce different c-structuredness in X for differ-
ent values of θ .

In a nutshell our proposal is to select optimal hyper-
parameters θ∗ for the scaling procedure by assessing the
c-structuredness of an optimal configuration X∗ found from
a PS method for given θ usually in combination with its
badness-of-fit value.Weaimat finding a θ∗ that,whenused as
transformation parameters in the PS method, will give a con-
figuration that has high (or low) values of the c-structuredness
indices. We view this as a multi-objective optimization prob-
lem, where we want to maximize/minimize different criteria
(either badness-of-fit, or c-structuredness, or both) over θ . C-
structuredness may this way be induced at a possible expense
of fit but we control the expense amount.

To formalize this we explicitly write the building blocks
of the objective function used for hyperparameter tuning via
STOPS as a function of θ : Let us denote by X∗(θ) the opti-
mal solution from minimizing a badness-of-fit σPS(X|θ) for
a fixed θ , so X∗(θ) := argminX σPS(X|θ). Further we also
have the L different univariate indices with possible metapa-
rameters γ , Il(X∗(θ)|γ ), to be optimized for.

Specific variants of STOPS can be instantiated by defining
objective functions Stoploss(θ |v0, . . . , vL , γ ), comprising
either badness-of-fit or c-structuredness indices or both
in a scalarized combination. Two variants of objective
functions—called additive STOPS (aSTOPS) and multi-
plicative STOPS (mSTOPS) respectively—are of the follow-
ing form:

StoplossaSTOPS(θ |v0, . . . , vL , γ ) =

v0 · σPS(X∗(θ)|θ) +
L∑

l=1

vl Il(X∗(θ)|γ ) (2)
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and

StoplossmSTOPS(θ |v0, . . . , vL , γ ) =

σPS(X∗(θ)|θ)v0 ·
L∏

l=1

Il(X∗(θ)|γ )vl (3)

with v0 ∈ R≥0 and v1, . . . , vL ∈ R being the scalariza-
tion weights. Numerically, the badness-of-fit function value
σPS(X∗(θ)|θ) needs to be normalized to be scale-free and
commensurable for comparability of different values of θ .
We discuss such normalization in Appendix B of the sup-
plementary document. The objective function for aSTOPS is
fully compensatory, whereas for mSTOPS it ensures that a
normalized badness-of-fit of 0 will always lead to the min-
imal Stoploss(θ |v0, . . . , vL , γ ) for a positive value of Il(·).
For notational convenience, we will refer to the objective
functions for STOPS variants by Stoploss(θ) for the remain-
der of the paper.

The v0, . . . , vL are weights that determine how the
badness-of-fit and c-structuredness indices are scalarized1

for Stoploss. This can be used to set how strongly the criteria
are taken into account or to control the trade-off of fit and c-
structuredness in determining hyperparameters (typically in
a convex combination). For example, we might want to tune
by only minimizing badness-of-fit over θ (v0 = 1, vl = 0),
or find the best configurations and only optimize for struc-
ture over θ without taking badness-of-fit into account (v0 =
0, vl 
= 0), or tune so that we relax 10% of goodness-of-fit
for more c-structuredness (v0 = 0.9 and

∑L
l=1 vl = 0.1). A

negative (positive) weight for vl means that a higher (lower)
value for the l-th index is favored.

Using either (2) or (3) for hyperparameter selection, we
then need to find

θ∗ = argmin
θ

Stoploss(θ |v0, . . . , vL , γ ) (4)

Accordingly, hyperparameter tuning with STOPS com-
prises the following building blocks:

1. The PS badness-of-fit loss function σPS(X|θ) that allows
us to find an optimal X∗(θ) for given θ (see Sect. 3).

2. The transformations employed that depend on the vector
θ , so any of T�(�|θ), TD(D(X)|θ) and TW (W |θ) (see
Sect. 4).

1 While the setup of a STOPSmodel is at the discretion of the user, from
an application and interpretability view, we recommend to include only
up to two c-structuredness indices, otherwise the effect of the indices
compensating each other can be hard to predict. More than two can
still be interpretable if the indices are referring to related aspects, for
example high c-nonmonotonicity and low c-complexity would favor
quadratic or circular arrangements.

3. The structures of interest and their c-structuredness
indices Il(X∗(θ)|γ ) (see Sect. 5).

4. A way of optimizing (4) (see Sect. 6).

We do hyperparameter selection via an outer loop:
Stoploss(θ) is used solely for optimization over the hyper-
parameters θ ; the X∗(θ) itself is found conditional on the
transformation parameters from σPS(X|θ). This allows to
utilize tailored optimization for the main model parame-
ters (the fitted distances) in the badness-of-fit functions. Our
proposal is a formalized hyperparameter selection proce-
dure supplanting the standard workflow of tuning hyperpa-
rameters by trying out and comparing different solutions
ad hoc. The modular design of the STOPS framework
offers a lot of flexibility able to incorporate many different
instances of badness-of-fit functions, transformations and c-
structuredness indices, as well as providing a computational
framework that is generally applicable for continuous and
discrete hyperparameter spaces �.

3 Proximity scaling losses for measuring
badness-of-fit

To be more detailed about finding the configuration, recall
that the problem that proximity scaling solves is to find
an N × M matrix X∗ by means of a sensible loss crite-
rion σPS(X|θ) = L(�̂ = T�(�|θ), D̂(X) = TD(D(X)|θ),

Ŵ = TW (W |θ)) that is used tomeasure howclosely thefitted
D̂(X) approximates �̂ (badness-of-fit). We’ll now discuss
different loss functionsL(·) that have proven to be especially
popular.

3.1 Quadratic loss: STRESS

One popular type of PS is least squares scaling, which
employs the quadratic loss function. This type of loss is usu-
ally called Stress (for standardized residual sum of squares,
Kruskal 1964). A general formulation of a Stress-type loss
function is

σStress(X|θ) =
∑

i< j

ŵi j

(
d̂i j (X) − δ̂i j

)2
(5)

Here, the ŵi j are finite (transformed) input weights, with
ŵi j = 0 if a proximity is missing or to be ignored.

The fitted distances in the configuration are usually some
type of Minkowski distance

di j (X) = ‖xi − x j‖p

=
(

M∑

m=1

|xim − x jm |p
)1/p

i, j = 1, . . . , N (6)
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with p > 0, typically Euclidean, so p = 2. Stress losses
need to be solved iteratively. Popular algorithms for finding
the minimum of (5) are majorization (De Leeuw 1977) or
gradient descent algorithms (Buja and Swayne 2002).

3.2 Approximation by inner product: STRAIN

The secondpopular type is theStrain loss function (Torgerson
1958). Here, the � is transformed to �̂ so that T�(�|θ�) =
−(h◦s)(�|θ�)where s is a function parametrized by θ� and
h(·) is the double centering operation (i.e., for a matrix A,
h(A) = A−Ai .−A. j +A.., where Ai ., A. j , A.. arematrices
consisting of the row, column and grandmeans respectively).
Subsequently �̂ is approximated by the inner product matrix
of X , so,

di j (X) = 〈xi , x j 〉. (7)

In the context of Strain we always assume that T�(·) is
a composite function of the double centering operation and
some other parametrized function s(·|θ�), so we can express
Strain as

σStrain(X|θ) =
∑

i< j

(
di j (X) − δ̂i j

)2
(8)

if di j (X) is as in (7) and δ̂i j = −h(si j (δ2i j/2|θ)). Strain losses
can usually be solved by an eigenvalue decomposition.

3.3 Repulsion and attraction: energymodel

Another way of interpreting the PS objective is related to
energy models with a pairwise attraction part ∝ d̂i j (X)ν

and a pairwise repulsion part ∝ −δ̂i j d̂i j (X) between objects
(Chen and Buja 2013). This is

σEM(X|θ) =
∑

i< j

ŵi j

(
ad̂i j (X)ν − bδ̂i j d̂i j (X)

)
(9)

with a, b being some constants. For ν = 2, a = 1 and b = 2
this is (5) where terms depending solely on �̂ are disregarded
for finding X .

4 Parametrized transformations

Many PSmethods allow to transform the input dissimilarities
and/or the fitted distances and/or input weights. In this sec-
tion, we discuss popular transformations that are employed

with the above mentioned proximity scaling losses.2 Note
that our list is not meant to be exhaustive.

We consider possible parameter vectors θ ⊆ {θ�, θD, θW }
for the transformations T�, TD, TW for proximities, fitted
distances or weights. These are the hyperparameters we later
want to tune.

4.1 Transforming observed proximities

A simple and very flexible way is transforming the input
proximities, so using T�(�). The advantage here is that this
can easily be implemented for and in principle applied with
all PS methods. Often it is also possible to use TW (W).

4.1.1 Metric scaling transformations of proximities

In metric scaling one applies a parametric bijective strictly
monotonic transformation to the proximities.

With specific choices for T�(·) one can expressmany pop-
ular PS versions, including absolute MDS with δ̂i j = δi j ,
ratio MDS with δ̂i j = |b|δi j , interval MDS with δ̂i j =
a + bδi j ≥ 0, logarithmic MDS with δ̂i j = a + b log(δi j ),
exponential MDS with δ̂i j = a + b exp(δi j ) (for all Borg
and Groenen 2005), power MDS with δ̂i j = δλ

i j (e.g. Buja
and Swayne 2002), or, with additionally setting the ŵi j ,
instances of metric scaling that use a priori inverse weight-
ing with the observed proximities, e.g., setting ŵi j = δ−1

i j

(Sammon mapping, Sammon 1969) or ŵi j = δ−2
i j (elas-

tic scaling, McGee 1966) or curvilinear component analysis
(Demartines andHerault 1997) for a hyperparameter θW = τ

with Ŵ = TW ( D̂(X)|θW ) being a bounded and monotoni-
cally non-increasing function, e.g, ŵi j = 1 if d̂i j (X) ≤ τ

and 0 otherwise.
These transformations are governed by the appropriate

hyperparameters θ� and/or θW to yield the models.

4.1.2 Geodesic transformation of proximities

A popular method for manifold learning is Isomap (De’ath
1999; Tenenbaum et al. 2000), which is a PS (originally
Strain-type) with the δ̂i j being the geodesic distance between
objects i, j as imposed by a weighted graph. These proximi-
ties are defined as the sum of edge lengths along the shortest
path SP(i, j |G(k)) between two objects in a neighborhood
graph G(k) for a given parameter k (the number of near-
est neighbors) where the objects are the vertices, so δ̂i j =
SP(i, j |G(k)). Alternatively, one can define the neighbor-
hood graph in terms of an ε-radius, so δ̂i j = SP(i, j |G(ε)).

2 Not all combinations have been proposed in the literature; conceptu-
ally,mix andmatch of the badness-of-fit functionswith the parametrized
transformations for proximities, distances and weights is possible.
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The transformation is governed by θ� = k or θ� = ε as
the hyperparameter that defines the neighborhood graph.

4.2 Transforming observed proximities and fitted
distances

Onemay also transform the distances that get fit in the config-
uration, that is, applying a distance transformation function
TD(D(X)) to the fitted distances. This is more complicated
than simply transforming the input proximities—the whole
fitting process has to be adapted to accommodate the transfor-
mation of fitted distances. It is then natural to apply proximity
transformation functions, distance transformation functions
and/or weight transformations simultaneously, using any
combination of TD(D(X)), T�(�) and TW (W). This allows
for a rich class of models with possible parameter vectors
θ ⊆ {θ�, θD, θW }, corresponding to the hyperparameters
for the transformations of proximities, fitted distances and
weights.

4.2.1 Power transformations for proximities and distances

Employing power transformations on fitted distances and
proximities is often done (e.g., Ramsay 1982; Buja and
Swayne 2002; Buja et al. 2008; Groenen and De Leeuw
2010).

A general instance of a PS type with power transformed
fitted distances is r-stress (De Leeuw 2014), the transforma-
tion being d̂i j (X) = di j (X)2r with r ∈ R+. A number of
stress versions can be expressed as special or limiting cases
of r-stress, including raw Stress (r = 0.5, Kruskal 1964),
s-stress (r = 1, Takane et al. 1977) and maximum likelihood
MDS (Ramsay 1977) for r → 0. Here θD = r .

It is straightforward to extend this to use power func-
tions as the proximity transformation function, distance
transformation function and weight transformation func-
tion simultaneously (POST-MDS), so d̂i j (X) = di j (X)κ ,
δ̂i j = δλ

i j , and ŵi j = w
ρ
i j with λ, ρ ∈ R, κ ∈ R+. Inserted

into (5) this is called power stress or p-stress in the liter-
ature. It subsumes many metric MDS models. Here θ is a
three-dimensional parameter vector, θ = (θ�, θD, θW )� =
(λ, κ, ρ)�.

This encompasses Sammon or elastic scaling type mod-
els by using ŵi j = δ̂

ρ
i j for the appropriate ρ, and can be

turned into curvilinear component analyses typemodels with
Ŵ = TW ( D̂(X)|τ) a bounded andmonotonically decreasing
function, e.g., ŵi j = 1(d̂i j (X) ≤ τ), where θ = (κ, λ, τ )�.

4.2.2 Box–Cox transformations for proximities and
distances

Chen and Buja (2013) propose Box-Cox transformations on
observed proximities and on fitted distances in an energy
badness-of-fit formulation (9). For complete data matrices

it is a three-parameter energy-type MDS family, BC-MDS,
σBC(X|θ):

σBC(X|θ) =
∑

i< j

δ
ρ
i j

(
BCμ+λ(di j (X)) − δλ

i j BCμ(di j (X))
)

(10)

with μ, ρ ∈ R and λ ∈ R+. Here BCα is the one-parameter
Box–Cox transformation (Box and Cox 1964) with parame-
ter α,

BCα(d) =
{

dα−1
α

if α 
= 0

log(d) if α = 0
(11)

Note that here the distance transformations used in the attrac-
tion and repulsion part are not equal as λ > 0.

The hyperparameter vector is θ = (μ, λ, ρ)�.

4.2.3 Sets of local neighborhood

Yet another idea can be expressed with parametrized trans-
formations: local MDS (lMDS, Chen and Buja 2009). Let
Nk define the symmetric set of nearby pairs of points (i, j)
so that (i, j) ∈ Nk iff i is among the k−nearest neigh-
bours of j or the other way round. Let δ∞ → ∞ be a large
“imputed” dissimilarity that is constant andw a small weight,
e.g., w ≈ 1/δ∞ as in the standard lMDS objective.

The lMDS objective can be expressed in our framework,
as (5) with the transformations

δ̂i j =
{

δi j if (i, j) ∈ Nk√
wδ∞ if (i, j) /∈ Nk

(12)

and

d̂i j (X) =
{
di j (X) if (i, j) ∈ Nk√

wdi j (X) if (i, j) /∈ Nk
(13)

For the standard lMDS objective this can be reduced to a
version with a free hyperparameter τ = 2wδ∞ for a given k,
as well as the k (Chen and Buja 2009); hence θ = (k, τ )�.

5 Structures, c-structuredness and indices

Central to our proposal for hyperparameter tuning in PSmod-
els is the concept of c-structuredness, as c-structuredness is
often desirable from an applied point of view. We informally
defined c-structuredness as the adherence of the arrangement
of objects in a configuration X to a predefined notion of what
constitutes structure. How much a structure in question is
present in X is expressed as the amount of c-structuredness:
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Fig. 1 Configurations in R
2 that correspond non-exclusively in vary-

ing degrees to some archetypical structures (with numerical values of
the c-structuredness indices in brackets): c-regularity (1), c-association
(0.92), c-clusteredness (0.78), c-linearity (1), c-functionality (1), c-
manifoldness (0.68)

The higher the c-structuredness, the clearer the structure is
present.

Naturally, there is a very high number of possible struc-
tures. Some examples of c-structuredness that we deem
to be of particular interest are given in Fig. 1 with index
values as formalized below and in Appendix A in the sup-
plementary document. The c-structuredness types we single
out here are (i) c-regularity (objects arranged on a regular
grid), (ii) c-association (any (non-)linear association), (iii)
c-clusteredness (objects arranged in clusters), (iv) c-linearity
(objects arranged on a straight line), (v) c-functionality
(objects arranged on a smooth line) and (vi) c-manifoldness
(objects arranged so that they resemble a manifold).

For STOPS we need to quantify information about the
c-structuredness present in X . We do this with univariate c-
structuredness indices that capture the essence of a particular
structure in X . The indices should be numerically high (low)
the more (less) of a given structure we find. To illustrate, for
c-linearity and M = 2, we may use the absolute value of
the Pearson correlation coefficient for the columns of X as
a c-structuredness index, which is 1 when there is a perfect
noise-free linear relationship or 0 when there is no linear
relationship.

We aim at indices that capture the essence of a partic-
ular structure, depend on the arrangement of objects in X
and should be bounded from above and below, i.e., have
unique finite minima and maxima, and be nonnegative. In

what follows we will list three examples of structures in a
configuration as illustration. For each of these there is an
index that captures the c-structuredness for that structure;
these are also used in the examples.

We generally write c-structuredness indices as
Ic-structuredness(X|γ ),3 which means Ic-structuredness(·) is an
index that reflects c-structuredness as a function of X , possi-
bly depending on further metaindex parameters γ which are
assumed to be given.

5.1 C-clusteredness and c-regularity

These structures are concerned with how clustered the con-
figuration appears in the sense of Rusch et al. (2018). The
concept essentially captures where X falls on a continuum
between unclustered and maximally clustered.

Following Rusch et al. (2018), for a minimum number
c of points that must comprise a cluster we denote with
O(X|c) = (xo(i))o(i)=1,...,N an ordering of the N original
row vectors xi , (i = 1, . . . , N ) in X . O(X) is a permutation
of the rows of X . The position of object xi in the ordering
O(X|c) is o(i) (which depends on c but we drop it for read-
ability). O(X|c) can be obtained by the algorithm OPTICS
(Ankerst et al. 1999), which provides the bijective algorith-
mic mapping o : {1, . . . , N } → {1, . . . , N }. OPTICS also
augments O(X|c)with each object’s so called representative
reachability distance, r∗

o(i) that cannot be expressed in closed
form.

For the index of c-clusteredness we then use the normal-
ized OPTICS Cordillera, OC′(X) (Rusch et al. 2018),

Ic-clusteredness(X|γ ) = OC′(X|γ ) =
( ∑N

o(i)=2 |r∗
o(i) − r∗

o(i)−1|q
dqmax · (⌈ N−1

c

⌉ + ⌊ N−1
c

⌋)
)1/q

(14)

where γ = (c, ε, q, dmax)
�, the four free metaparameters of

the OPTICSCordillera. Here q ≥ 1 designates a q-norm, ε is
the maximum radius around each point to look for neighbors
and dmax denotes a maximum reference distance, min di j ≤
dmax ≤ ε that winsorizes the r∗

o(i) for robustness. Apart from
c the metaparameters are optional; we suggest to fix them as
dmax = 1.5max(di j (X0)), ε = 2maxi, j (max(δi j , di j (X0)))

and q to the norm of the target space (X0 refers to the Strain
solution for untransformedproximities). The larger this index
value is, themore c-clusteredness we find. See themiddle left
panel in Fig. 1 for an example.

The OC′(X) takes on its minimum value when for each
point the distance to the c−th neighbor is constant (Rusch

3 In the STOPS context, we always have X(θ) but for readability and
generality, we only write X in the c-structuredness indices.
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et al. 2018). We can use this to fashion an index for c-
regularity, a structure where the observations are arranged
so that all nearest neighbor distances are equal. We fix the
parameter c to 2 (nearest neighbor) and q = 1 and therefore
use

Ic-regularity(X|γ ) =
1 − OC′(X|c = 2, q = 1, γ ) (15)

withγ = (ε, dmax)
�. This indexwill be 1 if the point arrange-

ment is perfectly regular and 0 if perfectly clustered with
respect to N , c = 2 and dmax. See the top left panel in Fig. 1.

Using these indices with negative weights in Stoploss
will favor parameters that give configurations with high
c-clusteredness/c-regularity whereas positive weights favor
low c-clusteredness/c-regularity.

5.2 C-manifoldness

This structure captures how close almost arbitrary, real val-
ued transformed projections of columns of X lie to a 1D
manifold (a line) in the transformed space.

We use the maximal correlation coefficient (Gebelein
1941; Sarmanov 1958) for this, where the higher the coeffi-
cient, the stronger the relationship. For a sample, themaximal
correlation can be calculated approximatelywith the alternat-
ing conditional expectations algorithm (ACE, Breiman and
Friedman 1985). Let xm denote the m-th column vector of
X, (m = 1, . . . , M). To obtain the sample version, we use
the (xik, xil), i = 1, . . . , N , input them into the ACE algo-
rithm and use the output—called ACE(xk, xl)—to construct
a c-structuredness index for a given X .

We then use an aggregation function φk,l(·) (e.g., themax-
imum) of the ACE value between any two different columns
xk, xl; k 
= l, so

Ic-manifoldness(X) = φk,l (ACE(xk, xl)) (16)

An example of such a relationship is given in the bottom
right of Fig. 1. As before, a negative weight for this index in
Stoploss would favor θ that provide higher index values and
positive weights lower index values.

These are instances of the c-structuredness concept as
used in Sect. 7. Details on these and more structures that
may be of interest can be found in Appendix A in the sup-
plementary document. We are quick to point out that other
structures/indices are conceivable and can easily be incor-
porated in our framework, e.g., the ones from France and
Carroll (2007).

6 Optimization for STOPS

The approach for searching for the hyperparameters that
we take builds on an idea in Rusch et al. (2021). We view
hyperparameter tuning via STOPS as a multi-objective opti-
mization problem of either minimizing badness-of-fit, or
maximizing/minimizing c-structuredness indices, or both
over θ . We choose a scalarization approach leading to vari-
ants of Stoploss(θ) as in (2) and (3) and the resulting
optimization problem (4).

For optimization, minimizing any (4) as a function of θ

is a difficult, analytically intractable problem. There are sev-
eral reasons for this: For one, concrete instances of Stoploss
result as a combination of any badness-of-fit measure with
any number of different c-structuredness indices,which leads
to a high number of possible concrete instances. These con-
crete instances need not share structural similarities that can
be exploited for optimization. Second, the optimization sur-
face over θ can be difficult for different STOPSmodels in that
it is typically nonconvex, may have local optima, may have
(removable or jump) discontinuities and may be smooth or
non-smooth to varying degrees over regions of the support of
θ . Third, θ may be continuous or discrete. All of these prob-
lems are empirically illustrated for a typical Stoploss (the one
from Sect. 7.1) in Appendix C in the supplement, where we
also elaborate on the nature of Stoploss.

We therefore aim at a general purpose approach that can
deal with the intractability and thus be used for all conceiv-
able Stoplosses. To that end we approach the optimization
problemwith the nested profile-type strategy laid out inAlgo-
rithm 1 that only employs function evaluations; u denotes the
iteration step andwe do not list the given� and v0, . . . , vl for
Stoploss(θ) in the algorithm. � denotes the feasible set of θ

(e.g., box constraints). The σPS (X∗(θ)|θ) employed should
be scale and unit free, e.g., normalized to lie between zero
and one (see Appendix B in the supplementary document).

Algorithm 1 Hyperparameter selection via Stoploss(θ)

1: procedure STOPS(�, v0, . . . , vl , U , �)
2: while u ≤ U do � outer loop
3: Generate candidate θu ∈ �

4: Do σPS(X|θu) → minX � inner loop (PS problem)
5: X∗(θu) ← argminX σPS(X|θu)
6: Compute σPS (X∗(θu)|θu) and/or Il (X∗(θu)|γ )

7: Calculate Stoploss(θu), i.e, (4), for candidate θu
8: Store (θu ,Stoploss(θu))
9: end while
10: θ∗ ← argminθu Stoploss(θu) � hyperparameter selection
11: end procedure

To generate candidates for θu in Step 3 of Algorithm 1,
different general purpose strategies for global optimization
like random search, grid search and/or derivative-free meta-
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heuristics can in principle be employed. We made good
experiences with particle swarm optimization (Eberhart and
Kennedy 1995) but also random search and the adaptive
Luus-Jakoola pattern search (Luus and Jaakola 1973; Rusch
et al. 2021) for a moderate number of iterations (around 100)
and these strategies can be recommended.

That said, one of the contributions of this article is to
suggest a generally applicable default strategy that can be
used with and promises to work well for every conceivable
instance of Stoploss. Working well here means to suggest
candidates for θ that lead to relatively low values of the Sto-
ploss objectives in an efficient manner (i.e., for a relatively
small number of iterations) as each function evaluation in
STOPS can be very costly (especially so for transforma-
tions of the D(X)) due to having to solve a PS problem. To
establish a general purpose strategy, we empirically investi-
gated a number of solvers, including simulated annealing
(Kirkpatrick et al. 1983), random search, adaptive Luus-
Jakola algorithm, particle swarm optimization, and different
versions of Bayesian optimization (BO, Mockus 1989) on
different Stoplosses and different data sets (not shown).

What emerged as a generally applicable strategy that
worked well in most cases (in the sense of suggesting candi-
dates with lower “minima” as their competitors for a small
numbers of iterations of around 10-20) was Bayesian opti-
mization with a treed Gaussian process with jumps to the
limiting linearmodel as the surrogatemodel (TGPLLM,Gra-
macy and Lee 2008) (which we elaborate on below). This
strategy not only worked well for efficiently finding good
candidates for θ in all the data instances we used it for, but is
also theoretically able to accommodate the afore-mentioned
structural difficulties of Stoploss (see also Appendix C in the
Supplement). We note that particle swarm optimization has
often performed on par and sometimes better for a higher
number of iterations.
Optimizing Stoplosswith Bayesian optimizationWhen inves-
tigating different general purpose solvers for optimization in
STOPS we found that Bayesian optimization (BO, Mockus
1989) lends itself well as an out-of-the-box solution to sug-
gest candidates for θ in Step 3 of Algorithm 1.

The basic idea in Bayesian optimization is to approximate
the unknownStoploss surfacewith a flexible surrogatemodel
(“prior”). The surrogate model identifies areas for explo-
ration where we can expect improvement of the objective
by maximizing an acquisition function over the surrogate
surface. From these areas new candidate(s) for θ are sam-
pled and the objective function gets evaluated at the new
candidate(s) (“data”). Then the surrogate model is updated
(“posterior”) to reflect this new information, the acquisition
function of the refitted surrogate model is again maximized
and the whole process repeats. Hence in each iteration a new
candidate is chosen for which we expect that it improves the

objective of interest based on the available information, thus
trading off exploitation and exploration in an efficient way.

This approach works well for STOPS due to three aspects:
First, BO needs only function evaluations so the modular-
ity of STOPS and the lack of exploitable structure is no
hindrance. Second, BO is competitive in situations where
the parameter vector is low-dimensional (e.g., Siivola et al.
2021) as is the case for all the θ we outlined in Sect. 4 (with at
most 3). Third, fitting the surrogatemodel and optimizing the
acquisition function may be less expensive then evaluating
the objective function as the cost of finding a configuration
in PS can be quite high; BO can then dramatically reduce
the number of evaluations necessary to get close to a global
optimum.

To describe the BO approach more formally, we have
the unknown objective function Stoploss(θ) : � → R.
For notational convenience we write Y := Stoploss(θ)

for the function and Yu := Stoploss(θu) for the u−th
evaluation of the function for θu . We have a surrogate
model for the objective, M(θ ,Y, ι) with possible surro-
gate model metaparameters ι, fitted to the sequence of U
pairs of {θu,Yu}Uu=1. We also have the acquisition function
�(θ |{θu,Yu},M(θ,Y, ι)). We look for

θu+1 = argmax
θ

�(θ |{θu,Yu},M(θ ,Y, ι)) (17)

which constitutes the new candidate. Then Yu+1 is evaluated
and themodelM is updatedwith the newpoint {θu+1,Yu+1},
yielding the “posterior”,

PM
(
Y|{θu,Yu}U+1

u=1

)
. (18)

Then the acquisition function getsmaximized for the updated
data and the whole process repeats until some termination
criterion is met.

For �(θ |{θu,Yu},M(θ ,Y, ι)) we use the expected
improvement (EI) criterion (Jones et al. 1998), which is

�(θ |{θu,Yu},M(θ ,Y, ι)) =
∫ ∞

−∞
max(Y∗ − Y, 0)PM(Y|{θu,Yu}, ι)dY (19)

with Y∗ = minYu . EI has shown good behavior over a wide
array of tasks (Bergstra et al. 2011).

What is crucial for the perfomance of BO is how well
the surrogate modelM is able to approximate the unknown
objective. To find a good surrogate model M to be used in
our case,we empirically investigated the behavior of different
Stoploss(θ) over θ for a number of different data sets; see the
examples in Appendix C in the supplementary document.

Given the nature of Stoploss we mentioned before, we
looked for a surrogate model that is nonstationary, allows
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for jumps and piecewise constant regions (e.g., for dis-
crete �) and allows a sufficiently rough Gaussian processes
within segments over θ (for nonconvexity). We found it with
the treed Gaussian process with jumps to the limiting lin-
ear model, with the separable power exponential family for
the correlation structure ι. This process recursively parti-
tions the search space into non-overlapping segments (like
a regression tree) and for each segment independent Gaus-
sian processes are used, which have linear models as their
limit. This allows nonstationarity over thewhole search space
and accommodates piecewise linear or constant areas of the
search space (which is useful especially for discrete θ). Of
further note is that the independent GP do not have to connect
at the boundaries of the segments, thus allowing for jump dis-
continuities. The specification and estimation of this process
is fully Bayesian; for details, see Gramacy and Lee (2008).

BO with TGPLLM is sufficiently flexible and general for
optimizing Stoploss for the dimensionality of θ that we are
faced with, both from a theoretical perspective and over all
our empirical investigations. We thus recommend it as the
default approach for generating candidates for optimizing
Stoploss(θ) in a small number of iterations. We point out
that there may be combinations of data, hyperparameters and
Stoploss specification for which a different approach may be
more acccurate or efficient, e.g., the example in Sect. 7.1,
where a crude grid search is sufficient. It is also possible to
develop tailored optimization approaches for concrete Sto-
plosses that exploit structure and perform better. Also, for a θ

that is higher than 20 dimensions, standard BO starts to per-
form less well. Nevertheless, we see BO with the TGPLLM
surrogate model as a general strategy that can be successfully
used with every conceivable Stoploss that can be derived
from the suggestions within this article.

7 Application

In this section, we demonstrate how the STOPS framework
can be used for tuning hyperparameters in PS for individ-
ual data analytical instances. For the purpose of illustration,
we aim at a diverse number of Stoplosses comprising differ-
ent PS badness-of-fit, transformations and c-structuredness
indices.

7.1 Unrolling the swiss roll

As a simple example for illustrating the concept, we use
the STOPS framework to select hyperparameters for the
geodesic distance function in Isomap to unroll the classic
swiss roll regularly. In the swiss roll example, data lie equally
spaced on a spiral manifold (“swiss roll”) embedded in a
higher dimensional space. Proximity scaling methods that
emphasize local structure are able to flatten out this mani-

fold in the target space. One of the most popular PS variants
for doing this is Isomap.

We use an example with 150 data points in three dimen-
sions lying on a grid on the embedded manifold where along
the y dimension there are five points and along the x dimen-
sion there are 30. We code the points in a diverging palette
from the center of the roll along the spiral direction. The
flattening out operation worked well if the same shades are
arranged vertically, the palette is visible from left to right,
and the grid is recovered.

As described in Sect. 4.1.2, Isomap has a governing hyper-
parameter for the calculation of the geodesic distances. In
line with our objective of flattening out the swiss roll, we
are looking for a solution with objects arranged on a regu-
lar grid and also want to preserve the neighborhood of points
around each point as well as possible (specifically preserving
a neighborhood of 5 points). In terms of structuredness, one
way to measure whether the objects are arranged on a grid is
c-regularity (see Sect. 5.1), and preservation of the neighbor-
hood can be assessed with c-faithfulness (see Appendix A.7
in the supplementary document), both ofwhich ideallywould
be 1.

We use the ε-version of Isomap and may now set the
hyperparameter for the geodesic distances to different val-
ues and tune by inspecting for which hyperparameter values
we get a faithful, regular representation (e.g., manually or in
a grid search). We may also tune the hyperparameter with
the STOPS framework automatically.

In Table 1 we list values of normalized stress, c-regularity
and c-faithfulness for different ε (our θ ) obtained in a grid
search from 0.09 to 0.3 by increments of 0.02. Here the best
values for c-regularity and c-faithfulness would be obtained4

with ε∗ = 0.11.
Alternatively, we can use STOPS with Isomap and a

weight of 0 for the badness-of-fit and−1 for c-regularity and
c-faithfulness respectively (as we want to maximize them).
We use the mSTOPS variant for Stoploss(θ), so combining
the two c-structuredness indices multiplicatively. The search
space for ε is set to be between 0.09 and 0.3.We use BOwith
TGPLLM for 10 iterations. Note that due to our objective we
only consider c-regularity and c-faithfulness and disregard
stress, as the latter measures how closely the fitted distances
approximate the dissimilarities (which is of no concern for
our choice of ε here). The role of fit measure is played by
c-faithfulness.

Tuning the hyperparameter with the mSTOPS procedure5

suggests to use ε∗ = 0.1095. The resulting configuration can

4 Running R 4.0.3 under Linux Mint 19.2. on an Intel Core i5-8350U
CPU with 1.7 GHz, this grid search took 0.5 seconds.
5 Running R 4.0.3 under Linux Mint 19.2. on an Intel Core i5-8350U
CPU with 1.7 GHz, optimization with our implementation took 12.5
seconds.
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Table 1 Values of normalized stress, c-regularity (with the γ being
ε = 10, dmax = 1) and c-faithfulness (with γ being k = 5) for different
values of the hyperparameter θ = ε in Isomap for the swiss roll example.
The optimal value for the hyperparameter ε∗ = 0.1095 found with
mSTOPS is given in the last row

θ = ε Stress C-Regularity C-Faithfulness

0.09 0.0301 0.9913 0.8215

0.11 0.0262 0.9911 0.828

0.13 0.0198 0.9892 0.8242

0.15 0.0152 0.9866 0.8046

0.17 0.0134 0.9867 0.8162

0.19 0.0135 0.9869 0.7824

0.21 0.0225 0.9911 0.7588

0.23 0.0553 0.9885 0.674

0.25 0.1057 0.9725 0.3691

0.27 0.1024 0.9741 0.3577

0.29 0.0988 0.9741 0.3626

0.1095 0.0261 0.9911 0.8293

ε* = 0.109
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Fig. 2 The unrolled swiss roll from Isomap. The upper panel features
the result from using ε∗ = 0.109, the optimal hyperparameter value
suggested bymSTOPSwhen considering c-regularity and c-faithfulness
(with a weight of -1 respectively). The c-regularity value for the con-
figuration is 0.991 and the c-faithfulness value is 0.829. The lower
panel features a non-optimal ε of 0.21 which has essentially the same
c-regularity but lower c-faithfulness

be found in the upper panel of Fig. 2. This is the most faithful
and regular representation that we obtain by varying ε, with
values 0.9911 for c-regularity and 0.8293 for c-faithfulness,
although we cannot achieve a perfectly regular rectangle.
Both values either match or improve the corresponding opti-
mal values we found in the grid search for ε = 0.11. For
comparison, a configuration with non-optimal ε = 0.21 is
found in the lower panel of Fig. 2. This solution has equal
c-regularity to the optimal one, but lower c-faithfulness due
to the difficulty of representing the inner part of the swiss
roll for this ε.

7.2 Handwritten digits

We consider a second application of the STOPS frame-
work, this time on handwritten digits data from Alimoglu
and Alpaydin (1997). Following Izenman (2009), the origi-
nal data were obtained from 44 people who handwrote the
digits 0, . . . , 9 250 times by following the trajectory of the
pen on a 500×500 gridwhichwas then normalized. From the
normalized trajectory, eight bivariate points were randomly
selected for each handwritten digit, leading to 16 variables
per digit. We look at a random sample of 500 written digits.

To these data we apply different nonlinear dimensionality
reductionmethods that allow for parametric transformations.
We use the STOPS framework to select the transformation
parameters for visualization of the multivariate similarities
with emphasis on two structures: clusters, to make the sep-
aration of digits clear, and an underlying manifold. The PS
methods we tune with STOPS are Sammon mapping with
power transformations of the proximities, Box–Cox MDS,
POST-MDS and local MDS. This is a relatively large data
set in an MDS context and fitting a single PS can already be
costly, so using BO is an efficient strategy.

We use aSTOPS with normalized stress with a weight of
v0 = 1, c-clusteredness (see Sect. 5.1) with a high weight of
v1 = −400 and c-manifoldness (Sect. 5.2) with a moderate
weight of v2 = −2.5.6 The OPTICS Cordillera index uses
q = 2, c = 5, ε = 10 and dmax = 0.6, the other indices use
the default values. For comparability of indices the configu-
rations are rescaled so that the highest column variance is 1.
BO with TGPLLM is carried out in 10 steps.7

6 Theweight values come from trading-off the relative scale of the struc-
ture indices in the standardSammonmapping to be commensurate; it has
badness-of-fit of 0.151, c-clusteredness of 0.083 and c-manifoldness of
0.5939. The scales of the indices are of relativemagnitude of roughly 8:1
for c-clusteredness and c-manifoldness and 4:1 for c-manifoldness and
fit for the initial Sammon solution. We want to trade these magnitudes
off on the same scale and put more weight on c-clusteredness, say, 20
times more than on c-manifoldness and more weight on c-manifoldness
than for fit, say, 10 times. So, weights of -400 for c-clusteredness, −2.5
for c-manifoldness and 1 for stress reflect this.
7 Due to how BO with TGPLLM works, this amounts to fitting around
60 PS models each. For our prototype implementation in R 4.1.2 on
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The optimal hyperparameter for the Sammon mapping
with power transformation was found at λ∗ = 5.4. The c-
clusteredness value was 0.15, the c-manifoldness value was
0.928. The configuration is shown in the top left panel in
Fig. 3.

For lMDS the transformation hyperparameter values
selected by STOPS were k∗ = 14.73, τ ∗ = 3. With them the
obtained solution has a c-clusteredness value of 0.094 and
c-manifoldness value of 0.953. The configuration is shown
in the top right panel in Fig. 3.

The transformation hyperparameters for Box–Cox MDS
were found at μ∗ = 4.631, λ∗ = 4.859, ρ∗ = 1.285. The c-
clusteredness value was 0.124, the c-manifoldness value was
0.961. The configuration is shown in the bottom left panel in
Fig. 3.

Lastly, for POST-MDS with wi j = δi j , the transfor-
mation hyperparameter values were κ∗ = 0.787, λ∗ =
3.766, ρ∗ = −2.979. The c-clusteredness value was 0.116,
the c-manifoldness value was 0.862. The configurations for
the POST-MDS solution is shown in the bottom right panel
in Fig. 3.

Overall, we can see that the STOPS hyperparameter selec-
tion leads to configurations that, in general, arrange the digits
in a sensible way: Due to the high c-clusteredness weight,
similar looking digits are positioned visually close to each
other, e.g., 0, 5, 8 or 1, 2, 7. This is rather pronounced for
lMDS, power Sammon and POST-MDS; BC-MDS produces
an arrangement in three clusters that is less in accordance
with the other representations and the ground truth. The c-
manifoldness weight ensured that each arrangement does
not deviate too far from an appreciable, imagined submani-
fold. For every method, using the optimal hyperparameters
from STOPS improves the c-structuredness indices as com-
pared to an untransformed Sammon solution (which had
c-clusteredness of 0.0833 and c-manifoldness of 0.5939).

For comparison, we also include two configurations in
Fig. 3 obtained fromSamonmapping and lMDS respectively,
where the c-structuredness weights have been set to v1 =
v2 = 0 and v0 = 1, therefore disregarding c-structuredness
and only minimizing the badness of-fit criterion over θ .
We can see that disregarding c-clusteredness leads to less
c-structuredness. With respect to c-clusteredness, for the
Sammon mapping result, clusters are less discernable in the
bottom left plot than in the top left in Fig. 3 (especially when
ignoring the coloring) and for lMDS clusters are hard to

a PC with Linux Mint 20.1. with Intel Core i7-6700 with 3.40 GHz,
the timings were 751 seconds for Sammon mapping with powers, 2662
seconds for lMDS (with maximum PS iterations of 1 × 104), 6169
seconds for Box–Cox MDS (with maximum PS iterations of 1 × 104)
and 106809 seconds for POST-MDS (with maximum PS iterations of
5×104). The bottleneck is fitting the PS problem, especially for POST-
MDS.

make out in the configuration obtained when disregarding
c-clusteredness (bottom right plot vs. top right plot).

7.3 Republicanmantras

For our last illustration of the STOPS framework in action,
we turn to the “Republican Mantra” data from Mair et al.
(2014). The data are natural language texts that have been
periodically obtained from the website of the Republican
party (Grand Old Party, or GOP) in the USA, which at
that time hosted a section called “Republican Faces”. In
this section, supporters of the Republican party gave a
short statement about why they see themselves as Repub-
lican. The statements always started with “I’m a Republican,
because…” followed by the person’s personal ending. An
example statement would be “…I believe in a free market
societywhich enables hardwork to equal success”.Mair et al.
(2014) used MDS to explore the document term matrix of
these statements but encountered difficulties when using the
cosine distance between the words due to an almost-equal-
dissimilarities artifact (see first row of Fig. 4; for illustration,
this arrangement has c-clusteredness of 0.053 with respect
to c = 6, dmax = 1.2, ε = 10, q = 2). This prompted Mair
et al. (2014) to abandon the cosine distance in favor of a
co-occurence based dissimilarity measure, the gravity sim-
ilarity, that was subject to power transformations. Of note
is that the concrete transformations they used in their work
were manually chosen ad hoc.

We revisit the data from the original angle: We retain
the cosine distance that the authors originally aimed for but
employ the STOPS framework to guide the PS result towards
more c-structuredness by choosing power transformations in
a flexible PS version that is appropriate for promoting struc-
tures of interest. This also serves as an empirical example of
how an approach that relied on manual trial-and-error hyper-
parameter selection would have benefitted from the STOPS
framework. To illustrate the versatility of STOPS we use
aSTOPS and mSTOPS with different structures and weights.

Additive STOPS: high c-clusteredness, high c-association,
low c-complexity With aSTOPS we select parameters in a
POST-MDSwith cosine dissimilarities so that there is a focus
on c-clusteredness (see Sect. 5.1) and c-association (Sect.A.1
in theSupplement) but favoring lower c-complexity (Sect.A.2
in the Supplement) for the association. To translate this
into STOPS model weights, we used −10,−5 and 1 as
weights for the c-structuredness indices. The weight for
stress was 1. Essentially this means that c-clusteredness is
weighted twice as important as c-association, which is val-
ued 5 times as important as stress. C-complexity ismore of an
afterthought but for two results with similar c-clusteredness
and c-association, we prefer the one with lower complex-
ity traded-off equally with badness-of-fit. We note that the
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Fig. 3 Different PS configurations obtained for a random sample of 500
of the digits data set. Thefirst twopanels showconfigurationswith trans-
formation parameters found from using aSTOPS with c-clusteredness
and c-manifoldness. The PS versions were (in reading order) Sam-
mon mapping with power transformations, lMDS, Box–Cox MDS and

POST-MDS. The last row features comparison configurations obtained
from STOPS giving zero weight to c-structuredness. The shades and
plotting characters highlight the digit that was written. All configura-
tions are Procrustes adjusted to the lMDS configuration (top right panel)
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weights we use are somewhat arbitrary, but what is clear is
that all in all we relax the fit criterion quite a bit to allow
for high c-clusteredness and c-functionality. The metapa-
rameters in γ are c = 6, dmax = 1.2, ε = 10, q = 2
for c-clusteredness and ω = 0.9 for c-association and c-
complexity.

The resulting configuration is displayed in the second row
of Fig. 4. The objects are arranged in clusters close to a cir-
cumplex structure, reflecting the STOPS setup of a clustered
arrangement with a relatively simple nonlinear association.
It stems from a POST-MDS with wi j = δi j and parameters
θ∗ = (2.635, 1.185, 3)�. The square root of the normalized
stress value is 0.63 and the c-structuredness indices are 0.386
for c-clusteredness, 0.999 for c-association and 3.807 for c-
complexity.
Multiplicative STOPS: high c-nonmonotonocity, moderate c-
association With mSTOPS we again select parameters in a
POST-MDS with cosine dissimilarities, this time focusing
on having a nonmonotonic, nonlinear associative structure
in the target space, so high c-nonmonotonicity (Sect. A.10 in
the Supplement) andmoderate c-association (Sect. A.1 in the
Supplement). Essentially we want the objects to be projected
close to a functional that should be highly nonmonotonic.8

To achieve this, badness-of-fit is allowed to become moder-
ately high relative to the c-structuredness, but not as high as
beforewith aSTOPS. This translate to theweights−2,−1 for
c-nonmonotonicity and c-association respectively, and to a
weight for stress of 1. Themetaparameters in γ wereω = 0.9
for c-nonmonotonicity and c-association.

The resulting configuration is displayed in the last row
of Fig. 4. We see that there is an associative structure that
is rather complicated and highly nonmonotonic (reminiscent
of a trefoil). It stems from a POST-MDS with w j = δi j
and parameter values θ∗ = (2.443, 19.756,−2.984)�. The
square root of the normalized stress value is 0.545 and the c-
structuredness indices are 0.469 for c-nonmonotonicity and
0.999 for c-association.

7.4 Artifactual c-structuredness

There is an application aspect when selecting hyperparame-
ters based on partially optimizing for c-structuredness that
we need to point out: It is possible that this “forces” a
configuration to look a certain way even if that does not
correspond to the ground truth in the high-dimensional data
or in the data generating process, so the c-structuredness
exhibited can be an artifact of using STOPS rather than
inherent in the data. In that sense, STOPS can be artificially

8 We do not have a theoretical justification for these structures; it is
meant to be another show case of STOPS and also as a contrast to the
aSTOPS result to illustrate how different various STOPS models can
look for the same data.
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Fig. 4 Three configurations for the “Republican Mantras” data set.
The top plot shows a ratio MDS with cosine dissimiliarities between
words that leads to an artifact. The middle plot shows the configuration
obtained from fitting a power stress MDS with parameters found via
aSTOPS with weights −10,−5, 1, 1 for c-clusteredness, c-association,
c-complexity and stress respectively. The bottom plot shows the con-
figuration obtained from fitting a power stress MDS with parameters
found via mSTOPS with weights −2,−1, 1 for c-nonmonotonicity, c-
association and stress respectively
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generating c-structuredness instead of uncovering “real” c-
structuredness.9 Two situations are of particular interest to
discuss: First, if the � are not at all structured (they exhibit
the null structure, i.e. one resulting from perfectly equal dis-
similarities Buja and Swayne 2002), and second, if the �

exhibit some ground truth structures but the structures are
not represented in the set of structures used for a STOPS
model. We address both of these situations briefly.

In the first situation, the data correspond to the null struc-
ture of equal dissimilarities (δi j = δ = const .), i.e., the
objects form a regular simplex in (N−1)-dimensional space.
For all the PS methods we mentioned, this leads to highly
structured configuration artifacts for given distances fitted.
The effect that STOPS has in this situation depends on the
transformations used for the � (and, by extension, the trans-
formation vector θ�). Generally speaking, if after applying
transformations to the �, the elements of �̂ are still equal,
then the null structure is preserved in the sense of produc-
ing the same configuration artifact in the target space for
given distances fitted regardless of the choice of transfor-
mation for �̂. This is when all δi j are subjected to the same,
deterministic transformation for all i, j . STOPSwill then not
induce c-structuredness artificially beyond the effect of the
null structure on the PS configuration. For all of the trans-
formations and PS methods we discussed in this article, this
holds true.

In the second situation the elements of � are differen-
tiated and informative for the ground truth structure, but
STOPS is not taking the correct structure into account. Two
mechanisms are related to that in STOPS. First, the ground
truth structure in the high-dimensional data cannot be recov-
ered with the chosen PS method. Using STOPS may then in
general also fail to uncover the structure. This problem can
be mitigated with STOPS, however, by including structures
that measure how faithful the configuration is to the high-
dimensional ground truth and/or the original data, e.g. with
c-faithfulness (see Appendix A.7 in the supplementary docu-
ment). That way it is possible for STOPS to actually improve
recovery of the ground truth via the PS method as STOPS
selects transformations that then partially optimize for the
ground truth structure.

Second, the PS method specified for STOPS is able to
recover the ground truth but this ground truth is not within the
structures specified. Then using the wrong c-structuredness
index may have STOPS select hyperparameters that artifi-
cially distort the mapping towards the c-structuredness that

9 This is by no means exclusive to STOPS; it shares this property with
constrained forms of MDS (e.g., De Leeuw and Heiser 1980; Mathar
1990; Bronstein et al. 2006) and with many other types of unsuper-
vised learning methods like t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008)
(whose emphasis on small scale structure can distort global structure)
or k-means clustering (which always produces k Voronoi clusters in the
distance metric used) (Mucherino et al. 2009).

was specified. Using STOPS may then in general either
induce artificial c-structuredness (because it focuses on the
wrong structure), distort or fail to uncover the ground truth
structure in the result (because it does not consider the correct
structure), or only recover parts of the correct structure (if the
correct structure shares aspects with the wrong structure),
or any combination of these. STOPS has one mechanism
that is meant to mitigate that, which is to put relatively high
weight on the badness-of-fit part (via v0) and relatively lit-
tle weight on c-structuredness (via vl ), with the extreme of
no weight on c-structuredness (vl = 0,∀l). This will make
STOPS select hyperparameters that lead to configurations
that are still faithful to the �̂ in the sense of minimizing
mainly the badness-of-fit over θ . To gauge the extent of the
distortion, one can compare the STOPS result obtained from
c-structuredness weights that are not 0 with the STOPS result
obtained for all vl = 0.

8 Discussion

In this article we suggested a framework for hyperparame-
ter selection in proximity scaling models, coined STOPS for
STructure optimized Proximity Scaling. The selection pro-
cess for the hyperparameters is based on the idea thatwewant
the configuration to show c-structuredness, enabling easier
interpretation. The underlying objective function, Stoploss,
combines c-structuredness indices and/or a badness-of-fit
measure as a function of the PS hyperparameters, and thus
allows optimization over their space. We presented a nested,
profile-type optimization procedure, that solves the PS prob-
lem given the hyperparameters by a standard PS algorithm in
an inner optimization step and then uses the resulting config-
urations in the Stoploss to optimize over the hyperparameters
in an outer optimization. We suggested Bayesian optimiza-
tion via treed Gaussian process with jumps to limiting linear
models as an efficient strategy for generating candidates for
the outer optimization. The use of the STOPS framework
was illustrated with three examples—in these example there
were structural consideration about the configuration that we
used to select hyperparameters to achieve a desired effect.

The aim of this article was to suggest a general, princi-
pled way to select transformation parameters in PS methods
based on the structural appearance of the configuration. For
the scalarized objectivewe limited ourselves to optimize only
over the hyperparameters of the PSmethods; in principle and
with little adaptation to the framework, it would be possible
to treat the scalarizationweights as an additional set of hyper-
parameters and optimize over them as well.

We chose to set up the framework for hyperparameter
selection in a flexible, modular fashion. This allows to plug
in any type of badness-of-fit PS objective, use any optimiza-
tion for the PS objective that is advantageous, combine any
number of structuredness indices in different ways and use
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any global optimization strategy over the hyperparameters.
We found Bayesian Optimization with TGPLLM to be well
suited as a generally applicable strategy for the latter step, but
due to the modular nature of the framework any other meta-
heuristic or random search can be used. The proposed frame-
work is sufficiently general and modular to allow for con-
ceptual and computational extensions in future research. For
example, the framework allows the development of tailored
optimization for concrete Stoplosses, it can be incorporated
in a larger context of evaluation of PSmethods such as France
and Akkucuk (2021) and the idea of structure-based hyper-
parameter selection can be adapted to unsupervised learning
methods that do not fit neatly into the presented PS frame-
work, for example for t-SNEorUMAP (McInnes et al. 2018).

We discussed structured appearances that we think to be
of interest to researchers and suggest statistics by which to
measure them. We are quick to point out that our list is not
meant to be exhaustive and that any scalar statistic that cap-
tures a property of the configuration can be incorporated into
STOPS.We therefore believe our framework to be applicable
even beyond the suggestions we made in this paper.

The STOPS framework as a hyperparameter tuning
method is similar to using indirect, soft constraints in PS via
choosing the hyperparameters instead of incorporating hard,
direct constraints on the configuration, and this is where we
see the method located. In cases where there exists strong
theory, or hard constraints, constrained versions of PS may
be preferred over the STOPS framework. Since the method
works completely unsupervisedwith respect to a ground truth
for structures, the structures that are produced may not be
“real” and would need to be validated.

Despite these limitations, we believe the STOPS frame-
work to be a versatile conceptual framework for the task
of hyperparameter tuning in ordination, unsupervised learn-
ing and dimensionality reduction. It can be utilized for data
exploration, visualization and scaling in applications where
one seeks configurations that show a structural quality that
canbe interpreted and alsowants to retain properties of a stan-
dard PS variant. Thisway one no longer has to restrict oneself
to a narrow toolbox of standard MDS but can utilize the full
world of flexible parametrized PS variants, with the standard
versions resulting as specific hyperparameter constellations
in the search space; the choice of hyperparameters is no
longer ad hoc but principled and reproducible; the obtained
hyperparameter values usually lead to the desired structure
being appreciably present in the configuration (especially as
compared to a standard MDS result) under the condition that
the PS still fits well; both fit and the c-structuredness can
be quantified with descriptive statistics, thus making results
reproducible and comparable between data sets, studies and
settings.
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tary material available at https://doi.org/10.1007/s11222-022-10197-
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